Abstract—This paper deals with multicast flow support in $N \times N$ Input Queued switch architectures. A practical approach to support multicast traffic is presented, assuming that $O(N)$ queues are available at each input port. The focus is on dynamic queueing policies, where, at each input port, multicast flows are assigned to one among the available queues when flows become active: flows are assigned to queues according to switch queue status and, possibly, to flow information. We discuss queueing assignments, scheduling algorithms and flow activity definition models. We explain why dynamic queueing disciplines may outperform static policies, and we show that, even in the most favorable conditions for static policies, they provide comparable performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider cell-based synchronous IQ (Input Queued) architectures, where buffers reside only at input ports, and no internal speedup to the switching fabric is required. Arriving packets are fragmented into fixed-size cells, which are transferred from input to output ports through the switching fabric, following a scheduling discipline that must avoid contention: no more than one cell can be extracted from an input port in one time slot, and no more than one cell can be delivered to an output port in one time slot. Packets are then reassembled at output ports.

One possible way to support multicast traffic is to replicate multicast cells at inputs and treat them like unicast cells. This approach requires a speed increase at input ports, and can lead to poor bandwidth utilization of the switching fabric [1]. Since common switching fabrics (like the crossbar) have intrinsic multicast capabilities, i.e., they can transfer a multicast cell in one time slot from an input queue to possibly several output ports [2], we consider only switching fabrics with intrinsic multicast capabilities in this paper.

In the case of unicast traffic only, the well known Head-of-the-Line (HoL) blocking effect induced by FIFO queues [3] can be avoided by using, at each input, separate queues for each output (thus $N$ queues per input, and $N^2$ queues overall); this queueing architecture is called Virtual Output Queueing (VOQ). HoL blocking for multicast traffic can be avoided using $2^N - 1$ queues for each input; this queueing architecture is called MultiCast Virtual Output Queueing (MC-VOQ) [1]. However, the MC-VOQ architecture is not practical in medium/large switches because of its poor scalability.

From a practical point of view, since the MC-VOQ architecture is infeasible, it is very important to study the performance of IQ switches when a limited number of queues is available at each input port. This implies that proper assignment strategies of multicast traffic to available queues must be defined. We assume that data in-order delivery is a requirement that is directly supported in the switch, avoiding any reordering at output ports; as a consequence, we cannot rely on cell-by-cell load balancing schemes (if not as a reference case), but we need to define queueing disciplines, i.e., assignments of multicast flows to queues. Previous work includes [4], [5], where performance of IQ switch with $k$ queues per input port, with $k = O(N)$, are discussed. Both queueing and scheduling disciplines are defined and compared by simulation. However, both papers rely on a static assignment of multicast flows to queues. In other words, a pre-computed table contains the assignments of all possible multicast flows to available queues, according to criteria such as: fanout similarity, load balancing among queues or, simply, random or round-robin algorithms.

This static approach has some drawbacks: if not all the possible multicast flows are active at a given time, the queue assignment may turn out to be inefficient, since the assignment criteria envisioned a different multicast flow distribution. On the other hand, if the assignment is done assuming that a multicast traffic matrix is known, this would require a re-assignment whenever a new traffic matrix is detected; thus, traffic matrix estimation must be run, and re-assignments of flows to queues with the in-order delivery constraint becomes very difficult.

For all the above reasons, we focus on dynamic queueing disciplines, i.e., flows are assigned to queues whenever they become active in the switch. Dynamic disciplines have the advantage of being automatically adaptable to traffic changes without requiring traffic matrix estimation. Moreover, when the static flow to queue assignment is badly matched to the current traffic matrix, e.g. not all flows are active at a given time, or when the dynamism of multicast flows is very high, dynamic disciplines clearly have the potential of outperforming static disciplines. As a simple counter-example of the potential benefits of dynamic disciplines, consider the bad behavior of a static discipline queue assignment when only the flows assigned to a single queue per port are active: the system would have the same performance of an IQ switch with a single FIFO queue per port.

In this paper we mainly focus on the problem of the definition of queueing disciplines, relying on previously proposed scheduling algorithms for multicast traffic. Besides comparing performance of different queueing disciplines in the novel context of dynamic flow to queue assignment, we also look at finite buffer management schemes, trying to understand
whether it is wiser to partition a given amount of memory either in several queues, with reduced memory for each queue, or in less queues with a larger amount of buffer for each queue.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Unless otherwise specified, we refer to switches with $M$ input and $N$ output ports, where all input and output lines run at the same data rate. The switching fabric is assumed to operate in a slotted fashion, and to have intrinsic multicast (and broadcast) capabilities, i.e., the cost of transferring in a time slot a cell from one input to one or more outputs does not depend on the number of destinations.

The average amount of offered traffic at each input (output) is called the input (output) load, and is measured in cells per time slot. Input (output) loads are normalized to line rates: a load equal to 1 means a fully utilized input (output) line. The traffic at the input of a switch is said to be admissible if no input load is larger than 1, and no output load is larger than 1.

Any multicast cell is characterized by its fanout set, i.e., by the set of output ports (destinations) to which the cell is directed. The cell fanout [6] is defined as the number of different destinations of a multicast cell, i.e., the cardinality of the fanout set. All the cells arriving to the same input and with the same fanout set identify a multicast flow. Note that unicast traffic is not given special attention, i.e., it is considered as a particular case of multicast traffic with fanout 1.

When a cell transferred in a given time slot through the switching fabric is sent to all its destinations, a total service, and marks the corresponding input and output ports belonging to its fanout set. Each output port selects randomly one request among the ones received (if any) and sends a grant to its corresponding input. Each input port randomly selects a single not empty queue. The cell at the head of the selected queue sends a request for all the output ports belonging to its fanout set. Each output port selects a grant to its corresponding input. Each input port sends the cell at the head of the selected queue to all the destinations from which it received a grant.

A. Multicast Flow Activity Definition

When considering static disciplines, assignments for all multicast flows are pre-computed; thus, flows can be considered as always active, since their assignment is fixed and always available. Dynamic disciplines, being based on assignments determined when a flow becomes active, need a multicast flow activity definition.

We consider several possible definitions of flow activity: flows are always active (AA flows), flows are active for a burst duration (BA flows), flows are active for a cell duration (CA flows) and flows are active as long as there is at least one cell belonging to the flow stored in the switch (SA flows). Note that a flow activity definition determines when a multicast flow to queue assignment decision is taken, thus impacting the system dynamic behavior.

For AA flows, the flow assignment is done (and never modified) when the first cell of the flow arrives at switch input ports; this definition is the most similar to the one taken when considering a static discipline. For SA flows, a new assignment decision is taken when a cell belonging to a multicast flow reaches the switch and no other cells belonging to the same flow are stored in switch memory. For BA flows, a new assignment decision is taken whenever a new burst of cells belonging to a flow arrives. Finally, the most dynamic flow activity definition is for CA flows, where a new, different assignment decision is taken independently for each cell. Note that these last options are used mainly as a reference case, since they do not guarantee cell in-order delivery.

B. Scheduling Discipline

We use two previously proposed multicast scheduling algorithms, named RS (Random Scheduler) and GMSS (Greedy Min Split Scheduler) [5], the former being chosen for its simplicity as a reference case, the latter due to its good performance. To satisfy the in-order cell delivery constraint, when a multicast cell is partially served, it remains at the head of its queue, and will contend for the residual set of destinations in the next time slot.

- Random Scheduler (RS): at each time slot, each input port randomly selects a single not empty queue. The cell at the HoL of this queue sends a request for all the output ports belonging to its fanout set. Each output port selects randomly one request among the ones received (if any) and sends a grant to its corresponding input. Each input port sends the cell at the head of the selected queue to all the destinations from which it received a grant.

- Greedy Min-Split Scheduler (GMSS): a weight, representing the product of the queue length by the actual fanout of the cell at the head of the queue is associated with each queue. The queues are examined by decreasing order of queue weights. In each time slot, all inputs and outputs are set as unselected. Then, the scheduler performs sequentially two separate phases. During the first phase, a no-fanout splitting discipline is adopted to schedule at most 2 cells, the value being chosen to balance performance with algorithmic complexity. The scheduler selects the cell with the largest weight for a total service, and marks the corresponding input and outputs as selected. Among all the remaining cells present at unselected inputs and destined only to unselected outputs, the cell with the largest fanout is selected for a total service, marking the corresponding input and outputs as selected. During the second phase, a fanout splitting discipline is adopted. The scheduler examines, by decreasing order of weights, all queues of unselected input ports. The cell at the head of the examined queue is scheduled for a, possibly partial, service from the corresponding input port to all the unselected output ports belonging to its fanout set. The input and output ports chosen in this step become selected. The algorithm iterates the above process, by orderly examining all queues.
queues of unselected input ports, until either all output ports are selected, or no more non-empty queues exist at unselected inputs.

C. Queueing Discipline

The queueing discipline task is to define, independently at each input port, an association between multicast flows and available queues. The queueing discipline is dynamic, i.e., it defines a dynamic association of multicast flows with queues: each new cell is enqueued according to the actual state of the system and not to a pre-defined, fixed, assignment. Note that guaranteeing in-order delivery with dynamic disciplines requires care in reallocating fanout sets to the available queues. Intuitively, the queueing discipline should be designed such that the following queueing criteria are satisfied, as pointed out in [4]:

- cells with the same or “similar” fanout sets should be stored in the same queue, to reduce HoL blocking.
- the fanout sets of cells at heads of different queues should avoid common destinations.
- all queues should be equally used, i.e., some sort of load balancing among queues is useful, to both present a large number of possibilities to the scheduler and to efficiently use memory space.

The first two objectives can be more easily obtained with static disciplines, whereas dynamic disciplines are more naturally tailored to obtain the third objective. The dynamic queueing disciplines analyzed are:

- **Dynamic Random Queue (DRQ)**: each multicast flow is associated randomly with one of the \( k \) queues when it becomes active.
- **Dynamic Least Loaded Queue (DLLQ)**: multicast flows are partitioned into the \( k \) queues with the aim of dynamically balancing queue loads. We assume that multicast flow loads are known (either by explicit signalling or by estimation); a multicast flow that becomes active is associated with the queue that is currently less loaded.
- **Dynamic Shortest Queue (DSQ)**: multicast flows are partitioned into the \( k \) queues with the aim of dynamically balancing queue loads. However, no notion of multicast flow rate is used; rather, when a multicast flow becomes active, it is assigned to the queue that currently stores the least cells.

DRQ is a simple but, in general, not efficient queueing discipline, useful for performance comparison with other disciplines; both DLLQ and DSQ satisfy somehow the load balancing criteria, DSQ being easier to implement and not requiring any knowledge of multicast flow rates.

III. Simulation Study

In our simulations, we fix the number of output ports \( N \) either to 16 or 8, and consider different values of input ports \( M \leq N \) to generate different degrees of load unbalance between inputs and outputs. The performance metric is the maximum achievable switch throughput, i.e., we load the switch with admissible traffic with output load that approaches 1. Each FIFO queue has finite length, denoted by \( L \), equal to 100 cells if not otherwise stated; cells are lost when they reach a full queue, according to a drop tail policy. The total amount of available memory at each input port is \( B = L \times k \), \( k \) being the number of separate FIFO queues available at each input port.

Cells are generated according to either an i.i.d. Bernoulli process, i.e., at each time slot, an input port receives a cell with probability \( \rho \), \( 0 \leq \rho \leq 1 \), equal to the input load, or according to i.i.d. Batch arrival process, with average batch size equal to 10 cells. The fanout set of a new cell is generated randomly, according to a specific distribution. We denote by \( N_c \) the cardinality of the set of all generated fanout sets, and by \( P_f \) the probability of generating a fanout set with fanout \( f \), \( 1 \leq f \leq N \). The considered distribution for the fanout sets is named binomial fanout, which was proven to be very difficult to schedule [5] and highlights disciplines differences: the fanout set is chosen according to a non-uniform binomial distribution, with mean fanout \( h_m \). Hence, \( N_c = 2^N - 1 \) and \( P_f = N/h_m (N-h_m) (1-h_m/N) N-1 \).

It was already shown in [5] that it is very important to focus on gathered traffic, i.e., traffic gathered over few active inputs \( (M \leq N) \) and equally distributed over all output ports. Indeed, when \( M = N \) and inputs are equally loaded, the maximum sustainable traffic leads to a load at each input which is at most \( 1/h_m \). In this situation the efficiency of the scheduling and of the queueing discipline is not critical, and performance differences diminish. If instead the traffic is gathered among few inputs, the normalized input load \( \rho_{in} \) for sustainable traffic can approach 1, so that the efficiency in serving cells queued at the inputs becomes important on performance, and differences between disciplines become more evident. In all the considered simulation scenarios, we set \( \rho_{out} = 1 \), being \( \rho_{in} = \frac{N}{h_m} \).

We start by comparing static vs dynamic disciplines in the most favorable case for static disciplines, i.e., all flows are active; the 5 \( \times \) 16 switch is loaded with Bernoulli traffic. Fig. 1 shows the average throughput for static (solid lines) and
dynamic (dashed lines) disciplines as a function of the number of queues available at input ports $k$; note that, as the number of queues increases, also the total available memory at input ports increases. In the case of dynamic queueing disciplines, we assume the SA flow definition: flows are considered active, thus not re-enqueued, until at least a cell belonging to the flow is stored in the switch. Different combinations of scheduler (GMSS and RS) and queueing discipline (SRQ and SLBQ for static disciplines, DRQ and DSQ for dynamic disciplines) are considered. The SRQ and SLBQ disciplines are formally defined in [5]; shortly, SRQ is a static random assignment of multicast flows to available queues, whereas the SLBQ discipline is based on heuristically assigning multicast flows with known loads to balance the load among available queues. As already observed in [5], throughput improves when the number of queues $k$ grows, but this improvement is significant only for small $k \leq 16$. Indeed, when the number of queues is large, the performance improvement for increasing $k$ is negligible. Furthermore, the scheduling algorithm has a stronger impact on performance with respect to the queueing discipline. Finally, dynamic disciplines show a throughput comparable with those of static disciplines, an encouraging result, since the choice of matching the static queue assignment to the known traffic matrix is optimal for static disciplines.

Similar observations can be drawn when looking at Fig. 2, where we examine only dynamic disciplines for $M = 3, N = 8$, for SA flows. Again, the scheduler is clearly more important than the queueing discipline, and worse performance are obtained when the input and output loads approach 1, as in the case of $h_m = 2.67$. Results not reported here show that when using Batch arrival, the same general trends are observed; obviously, performance degrade for small values of $k$. Note also that if we use the same Bernoulli traffic scenario used in Fig. 2, with $h_m = 3.66$, but in a $M = N = 8$ switch, the output throughput saturates to 1 for 32 queues if using GMSS and to 0.92 for RS, again justifying the interest in examining gathered traffic scenarios. For what concerns the comparison among different queueing disciplines, DSQ provides slightly better performance with respect to DRQ, which often outperforms DLLQ. Although DLLQ should intuitively perform better than DRQ, since it exploits a direct measure (or notion) of multicast flows input load, it should be considered that the indirect measure used by DSQ (queue length) takes into account also the difficulty of the scheduler to transfer cells from input queues to output ports; as a consequence, the queue length is actually a more realistic measure of queue load with respect to the multicast flow input load itself. Since DLLQ does not provide any benefit with respect to the simpler DSQ and DRQ policies, we will not further consider it in the remainder of the paper.

Fig. 2. Switch 3x8 with Bernoulli traffic and SA flow activity definition ($h_m = 3.66$ on the left, $h_m = 2.67$ on the right).

Fig. 3. Switch 3x8 with Batch traffic and SA flow activity definition ($h_m = 3.66$).

Fig. 4. Switch 3x8 with Batch traffic and SA flow activity definition ($h_m = 3.66$); $k=8$ queues are available at each input port.
Now we focus on the switch dimensioning problem. Fig. 3 shows the throughput in a 3 × 8 switch for RS with DRQ (solid lines) and GMSS with DSQ (dashed lines) under Batch arrivals, versus the number of queues, for different values of queue size $L$, ranging from 10 through 100 up to 1000; SA flows are considered. Whereas the number of queues has a significant impact on performance, the queue size has a less significant impact. However, it is interesting to observe that performance not always improve when increasing the queue length when fixing the number of queues. This is justified by the fact that increasing the queue length on the one hand decreases the loss probability; however, on the other hand, the system is less dynamic, since flows are active for a longer period of time, thus less likely re-enqueued, which induces a performance degradation. This behavior is more evident in Fig. 4, where we vary the queue size and fix the number of queues $k = 8$. For small queue size the loss probability dominates, whereas for large queue size the reduced dynamism in the system does not pay off.

To better understand the influence on the results of the flow activity definition, we plot in Fig. 5 the throughput for the four different flow activity definitions for all the combinations of queuing and scheduling disciplines. No cell re-ordering is considered at output ports for CA and BA flow activity definition. First, observe that only when using the SA flow definition a decrease in throughput when increasing the queue length is observed for the DRQ-RS policy, as already observed in Fig. 4. Second, the CA flow definition, i.e., each cell is enqueued independently, implies always a throughput increase for increasing queue length. Third, for increasing queue length, performance for SA and AA flows should become similar, since it is always less likely that no cells belonging to a flow are stored in the switch memory. This holds in all cases with the exception of DRQ queueing with RS scheduler, where the throughput obtained for the SA flow definition is smaller than the throughput for AA flow. The reason is the following: the random choice of a queue implies that there is always a probability to choose an already filled queue even if an empty queue exists; thus, on average, with RQ, a smaller number of queues can be active with respect to the number of available queues. Any scheduler works better when it can make a choice among a larger number of possibilities, i.e., when more queues are available. When using the SA flow definition, sooner or later a “bad” flow to queue assignment choice can be made. In this case, system performance decrease due to the difficulty in the scheduling decision, and queues build up. This implies that it is increasingly less likely to re-assign flows to queues for the SA flow definition, since more cells belonging to flows are stored in switch memory. As a consequence, it is difficult to move away from a “bad” assignment and overall performance decrease. This is more evident when adopting a RS scheduler, whereas the more efficient GMSS scheduler permits to empty the queues and to avoid this undesirable phenomenon. Finally, best performance are often obtained for
the CA flow definition, which allow the highest dynamism in the system to be obtained.

Finally, we study switch performance with a fixed overall memory size at inputs; in other words, we wish to understand whether it is more convenient to organize the memory with a larger number of shorter queues or a reduced number of longer queues. Indeed, more queues provide more choices to the scheduling algorithm but imply a higher drop probability due to the reduced queue length. In Fig. 6 we report throughput performance for SA flows (left) and CA flows (right) under the combination of DRQ-RS disciplines with Batch traffic as a function of the number of queues, for different values of total memory size (800 cells with triangles, 3200 cells with circles and 6400 cells with squares). First, as the number of queues increases, performance improve, until the size of each queue becomes comparable with the average batch size; in this regime, throughput drops significantly for SA flows. A relatively reduced number of queues is sufficient to obtain a throughput comparable with the asymptotically maximum value. For SA flows, with a medium number of queues, better performance are observed for shorter queue size; this phenomenon is again due to the SA flow activity definition, as previously described, since less dynamism is available in the system. Indeed, for the CA flow definition this behavior disappears.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses the effect of using a reduced number of queues in an IQ switch under multicast traffic. Different scheduling algorithms and queueing disciplines are discussed, and their performance are studied by simulation.

Simulation results show that i) gathered multicast traffic highlights performance differences among the proposed schemes, and ii) the effect of queueing disciplines on performance is less significant than the effect of scheduling algorithms.

Load balancing across queues, such as the one obtained by the DSQ queueing discipline, provide performance improvement. Indeed, DSQ provides slightly better performance with respect to DRQ, and often outperforms DLLQ. This shows that using a simpler and indirect measure of multicast flow rates, such as the instantaneous queue length, provides performance benefits due to the improved balancing among queues; indeed, this choice permits to take into account, not only the flow input load, but also the difficulty of the scheduler in transferring cells from input queues to output ports.

The SA multicast flows activity definition may lead to performance reduction for large queue size due to the reduced ability of re-enqueuing flows, which decreases system dynamism.

Finally, when partitioning a given total available memory, it is wiser to distribute it to more queues with reduced size, provided that each queue has a size greater than the average batch size in the incoming traffic flows.
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